Core Processing
CoreSoft is a comprehensive core processing system built on
advanced technologies. Its independent platform and opensystem design enables your financial institution to adapt quickly
to industry changes and scale operations. CoreSoft gives you
the freedom to choose the hardware and software infrastructure
that will give your institution a competitive advantage in this
ever-changing technology landscape. Our flexible core system
offers remarkable control in terms of deployment options,
operating environments, and processing methods.
CoreSoft helps you make data-driven decisions by providing
a unified view of account holder information through
synchronizing fragmented systems. Selecting the delivery
model of your choice, based on your size, required
features and budget, results in optimizing your resources
so you never lose sight of your main goal. Your institution can
adapt either real-time or batch posting, or a combination
of these transaction processing methods in an operating
environment of your choice. With customizable business
rules you gain remarkable business agility to quickly
launch new products or fine tune your existing products.
The true value of CoreSoft is the superior benefit-cost ratio
it offers with higher return on investment for lower total cost
of ownership. The modular structure of the system and
SOA-enabled, reusable business services combined with
multiple delivery models and hardware independence gives
you comprehensive flexibility in terms of ownership costs.
Additionally, CoreSoft modernizes your business process to
improve information access across multiple systems and
services across your financial institution. Compatibility with
popular hardware and multiple deployment options
helps you keep the ownership cost low, giving you true value for
your technology investment.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
CAN BENEFIT FROM:
Flexible software infrastructure for quick
and easy integration
Freedom of choice in deployment,
operating environments, and processing
methods
Lower total cost of ownership
Streamlined information flow
Make business changes quickly with
customizable parameters
Elimination of legacy code
Efficient end-to-end transaction
processing
Support for multi-tenant, multi-calendar,
and multi-timezone
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Core Processing
CORESOFT COMPREHENSIVE MODULES STREAMLINES OPERATIONS
CoreSoft includes a suite of robust modules, including the Administration Portal, Customer Information System,
Collections, Deposits, Exceptions Item Processing, General Ledger, Loans, Report Writer, and Security System. All
of the feature-rich modules were carefully designed with next-generation technology to make customization easy.

SERVICE ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE
The platform independent and open-system design
leverages your existing technology infrastructure,
lowering development and maintenance costs.

COMPLETE REPORTING
Customize reports easily and export in a variety of
formats, such as PDF, Word, and excel. Automate
monthly reporting with scheduled report generation.

DATABASE & HARDWARE AGNOSTIC
CoreSoft is compatible with a wide range of
hardware, operating systems, and databases. VSoft
is committed to certifying technology to maintain
your freedom of choice.

HIGHLY ACCESSIBLE
CoreSoft is web-based, meaning it can be accessed
using a smartphone, tablet, or computer. Staff
members benefit from the option to complete tasks
on more interactive and flexible device

COMPREHENSIVE WORKFLOW
Our user interface ensures more effective
operations due to process workflow efficiencies.

CUSTOMIZABLE PRODUCT FIELDS
Set-up additional product specific fields and define
the data type, valid values, default value, and
multiplicity of the field. The flexible interface allows
you to attribute the field to any screen, allowing you
to customize the platform to fit your operations.

FLEXIBLE PARAMETERS
Configure new products and roll out quickly within
a matter of minutes with CoreSoft’s flexible
parameters. New screens, sections, and fields can
be added in real time natively in the system
without having to depend on costly programming
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INTERFACES/INTEGRATIONS
CoreSoft enables institutions to keep up with the
speed of innovation by integrating to various industry
solutions. CoreSoft’s architecture is designed to add
new products and services quickly without disrupting
the user experience.

